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Quirks + Macroscopic Strings

jet or photonjet or photon



Quirks + Mesoscopic Strings

jet or photon

• Quirks appear as singly produced heavy stable particle

• Event-by event mass distribution = 2-particle invariant 
mass distribution



Quirks + Microscopic Strings

• Quirk bound state loses energy to soft (GeV) hadrons

• Energy loss followed by annihilation (“quirkonium”)

• 2 jets + “halo”



Quirks @ LPC
• Oleksiy Atramentov (D0/CMS): search for highly 
ionizing quirky tracks

• Mesoscopic bound state first

• Look at events with large ionization
(low velocty, 2 particles, bent path...) 

New theory/experiment collaboration!

Fermilab Today

Wednesday, Jan. 21  

- Smart cuisine: chicken noodle 

- Pizza burger 

- Smart cuisine:*maple dijon 

salmon 

- Smart cuisine: Mongolian beef 

- California club 

- Assorted sliced pizza 

- Chicken pesto pasta  

*Carb restricted alternative

Wilson Hall Cafe Menu

Chez Leon

Wednesday, Jan. 21  

Lunch 

- Spiced cornish hens 

- Broccoli & rice 

- Berry tart 

Thursday, Jan. 22 

Dinner 

Closed 

Chez Leon menu 

Call x3524 to make your 

reservation.
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puzzle. He once told a group of science 

writers: “At moments of despair and 

frustration, I feel as though somebody has 

scrambled two boxes of jigsaw puzzles for me 

to put together. But I believe in what Einstein 

said: ‘God is subtle but he is not malicious.’” 

-- Kristine Crane 

Photo of the Day

Luty named second  
theorist-of-the-week

Markus Luty, (right) a theorist from UC Davis, 

works with DZero experimentor Oleksiy 

Atramentov. Luty is the second LPC theorist-of-the-

week. He will hold office hours Wednesday from 4-

5 p.m. and Thursday from 10 a.m. - noon in 

Fermilab's LHC Physics Center on the 11th floor 

crossover. Luty will also give a series of talks this 

week. The theorist-of-the-week program aims to 

foster interactions between theorists and 

experimentalists at Fermilab. 

In the News

How do you weigh the Milky 

Way? 

From New Scientist, Jan. 20, 2009

Earlier this month, astronomers announced a 

new measurement of the Milky Way's mass – 

saying it is 50 percent heftier than thought and 

about as heavy as our nearest large 

neighbour, Andromeda. 

The new result is a major revision and a full 

three times larger than another team's recent 

estimate. It also raises a question: why don't 

astronomers know how much our home galaxy 

weighs?

Astronomers have attempted to measure the 

mass of the Milky Way since the 1920s. But 

the measurement turns out to be exceedingly 

tricky, not least because some 90 percent of 

the galaxy's mass is thought to be made of 

accommodated when the “hard choices” have 

to be made? 

The answer was in the President’s address, 

calling us to come together and put our 

shoulders to the task of solving the myriad 

problems we confront. A physicist would call 

this coherence, and would understand 

instantly that coherent phenomena grow as 

the square of the number of individual 

elements involved. Is the power of a million 

people acting coherently a million times what 

an individual can achieve or a trillion times 

more effective as in fully coherent behavior? 

Did we win WWII in four years when now it 

takes us four years on the preliminaries before 

breaking ground while following project 

management order 413.3? In the last few 

years we have seen first hand the power of 

incoherence as political fights jammed 

initiatives not only in the physical sciences but 

much more broadly. While looking at a million 

people, listening to President Obama’s words 

and imagining that we could act coherently as 

a nation, nothing seemed impossible. 

Safety Update

ES&H weekly report, Jan. 21

This week's safety report, compiled by the 

Fermilab ES&H section, includes no 

reportable injuries. We have now worked 12 

days since the last recordable injury. Find the 

full report here.

Safety report archive 

Accelerator Update

Jan. 16-19 

- Five stores provided ~50.75 hours of 

luminosity 

- Linac discovered cause of velocity meter 

problems 

- MI suffers from kicker prefire faults 

- TeV ground fault found 

- Booster had RF problems  
 
Read the Current Accelerator Update 

Read the Early Bird Report 

View the Tevatron Luminosity Charts

Announcements
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Quirks @ LPC
• Steve Mrenna: quirk “jet halo” Monte Carlo

• Contacted CDF, D0 exotics groups

• Interest from CMS?



Technicolor 2.0

• Conformal technicolor gives new paradigm for 
technicolor + elementary top quark

• Minimal conformal technicolor model has light 
Higgs-like state with          deviations from SM 
Higgs couplings

• Expect good EW fit

• Practical lattice tests possible



Technicolor 2.0
• New signals from top couplings

singly produced scalar & 
pseudoscalar resonances

for TeV resonances

(dominant decay)

10% branching ratio!



Technicolor 2.0 @ LPC

• Presented work in progress; lots to do (for me)

• Boaz Klima: emphasized need for early LHC physics 
projects for students.

My opinon: not enough work on “non-SUSY” signals

# of technicolors• Light     ?

•    resonance search
Also motivated by other models

•   
Harder, but more of a “smoking gun”



Please stay tuned
and stay in touch!

markusluty@gmail.com


